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Abstract
In this paper we propose a trust model, where besides considering trust and distrust, we also consider
another parameter that measures the reliability on the stability of trust or distrust. The inclusion of this
new parameter will allow us to use trust in a more accurate way. We consider trust is not static but dynamic
and trust values can change along time. Thus, we will also take time into account, using it as a parameter
of our model. There is very little work done about the inclusion of time as an inﬂuence on trust.
We will show the applicability of our model in the scenario of the process of reviewing papers for a conference.
Sometimes for these kind of processes the Chair of the conference should ﬁrst ﬁnd the suitable reviewers.
He can make this selection by using our model. Once the reviewers are selected they send out their reviews
to the Chair who can also use our model in order to make the ﬁnal decision about acceptance of papers.
Keywords: Trust, distrust, reliability, time.
1 Introduction
Since their origins trust management systems [4] have been used in order to assist
entities that have to interact with others in a system. It has been a very important
tool for the decision-making process. Sometimes, the information available about
the other entities is not enough for establishing a secure exchange of information,
but still the interaction must take place. Trust management systems try to supply
this lack of information. In the last years, due to the growth of electronic commu-
nications and transactions, reputation systems [1] have been developed to aid trust
management systems for assisting the trust decision process.
Interactions among entities in a system are not static but they might happen
in diﬀerent moments in time. Most of the existing trust management or reputation
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systems do not consider or take into account how time inﬂuences the trust or repu-
tation outcomes [7,11]. However, some authors have realised that time can inﬂuence
trust. Thus, in [6] the authors mentioned that trust is a very dynamic phenomenon
evolving in time and having a history. In [12] a dynamic trust model for mobile ad-
hoc networks is introduced. Their proposal is used to add a measure of trust to the
routing process. In this work, the authors highlight the importance of taking time
into account, updating trust values as new evidences arrive. One of the problems of
this approach is that it is really dependent on the scenario and, mainly because of
this, they avoid discussing about transitiveness of trust. Another trust model that
takes into account past trust history of users is [3]. Herrmann [8] also considers
the inﬂuence of time on trust and proposes to use cTLA (compositional Temporal
Logic of Actions [9]) as a method for modelling and verifying trust mechanisms.
One of the approaches that resembles more to ours is that of Mezzeti [13]. He
proposes a trust model that takes time into account as one of the parameters to
consider. He also gives more relevance to the freshness of the trust values since he
considers obsolete information is not that accurate to describe recent behaviours.
He proposes a formula in order to update trust degrees as time passes by.
We also believe this change in time should be reﬂected in the way a ﬁnal trust
value is obtained and that recent behaviours are more relevant for the ﬁnal measure
of trust. Thus, if the time unit is months, the weight given to an interaction
happened a year ago should be smaller than the weight given to an interaction
happened in the last month. We consider then a three-dimensional model based
on trust values, reliability values on the behaviour of the participating entities and
time. Thus, our model considers trust and reliability values, and the inﬂuence of
time in order to derive a decision trust value.
Trust is a concept that can be related also to delegation [2] in the sense that when
delegation takes places, an implicit trust relationship is established. According to
this idea we will present an application scenario of our model where the Chair of a
conference delegates the review process to the Program Committee members.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the trust model that we
propose in order to use past trust history of users and the inﬂuence of time. Section
3 shows some application scenarios for our model and Section 4 concludes the paper
and outlines the future work.
2 The Trust Model
2.1 The Concepts for Our Model
In this section we will present our model of trust. First, we will introduce some
basic concepts.
We mean by trust the level of conﬁdence that a user s (trustor) places on another
user t (trustee) of a system referring to its honest behaviour. Analogously, we mean
by distrust the level of conﬁdence that a user will behave dishonestly. We mean
by reliability the level of conﬁdence that the trust or distrust levels will stay stable
along the future.
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Deﬁnition 2.1 A trust statement is a tuple
(Trustor, Trustee, T rustV alue,ReliabilityV alue, T imeStamp)
in U × U × TD × RD × Time, where U is the set of all users in the community;
TD = [−1, 1]; RD = [0, 1] and Time is the domain of the time measurement.
Trust and reliability values could for example be obtained by means of a rep-
utation system or observed information gathered previously. Thus, if we consider
that reputation is what is said or believed about a person or things character or
standing (Concise Oxford Dictionary) it is not strange that reliability values could
be obtained this way.
If we think of the feedback system used in eBay and how it is used to build a rep-
utation system [5,14] we can picture how the reliability and trust values are related.
An easy example of how the eBay reputation system works and why reliability is
not taken into account at all is the following.
Let us consider two eBay sellers, each of them with a 100% positive feedback.
The diﬀerence between them is that the ﬁrst one has only carried out 10 transactions
whereas the second one has carried out 10.000 transactions. The trust component
of the statement tuple made by a potential buyer will be the same for both sellers,
but the reliability component will be higher for the second one, as there are more
evidences that support the second seller.
Now let us suppose that the transactions of the second seller were all carried out
ﬁve years ago, but the transactions of the ﬁrst one were all carried out in the last
month. The situation will change dramatically and the ﬁrst seller will obtain then
a higher reliability value.
The reliability value will be a function of many parameters, including freshness
of the evidences used to compute the trust value and the quantity and/or quality
of the evidences.
Concerning the values in TD, negative values will mean distrust. For simplicity
we will omit the trustor and trustee in trust statements in the following when they
are not relevant, or can be deduced by the context. Thus, trust statements will now
be of the form (t, r, tm) where t ∈ TD, r ∈ RD and tm ∈ Time.
Note that a tuple of the form (0, r, tm) does not mean anything as a 0 value for
TD means no information at all about the user.
If we ﬁx a time instant, tuples of our model could be graphically viewed in the
axes shown in Figure 1.
Regarding storage, our model could be considered distributed in the sense that
statements are stored locally by each user. We will see later that trust statements
can be exported and imported in such a way that at the end, all the computation is
done in the user side taking into account all the imported information. Regarding
trust scope, our system is clearly local in the sense that the trust and the reliability
values are computed taking into account personal bias. A classiﬁcation of trust
models attending to the way trust statements are stored (centralized or distributed),
and to the scope of trust statements (local or global) can be found in [15].
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Fig. 1. Trust and reliability values
2.2 Trust Transitiveness
In our model, each user releases trust statements and uses them in order to make
a trust decision about another user. Sometimes users may be interested in the
statements that other users have already delivered. In these cases, it may be useful
to export or import trust statements in such a way that re-using them could be
possible.
Exporting a trust statement is straightforward and can be done by simply pub-
lishing it in a web page for example, together with some authentication token (a
digital signature will work). The users importing such a trust statement can be
assured of the precedence and authenticity of it. Of course, this information can be
made available only to a group of people by encrypting the trust statements.
Importing a trust statement involves an adaptation mechanism, because of the
local scope of trust statements. A requirement for importing a trust statement is
having a trust statement about the trustor of it stored in the local database of trust
statements. Statements are updated in such a way that the inﬂuence of all the trust
and reliability values are reﬂected in the resulting trust statement. This resembles
the way a trust network is built, such as in the case of PGP [16]. Thus, if an entity
A produces a trust statement (t, r, tm) about entity B, and entity B produces a
trust statement (t′, r′, tm′) about C, then A could infer and store a new statement
over C, (t′′, r′′, tm′′), where t′′, r′′ and tm′′ are obtained in the following way.
Deﬁnition 2.2 We deﬁne the transitivity operation for two trust statements with
the same timestamp as
• t′′ = t× t′ = max(0, t) · t′.
• r′′ = min(r, r′)
• tm′′ = tm = tm′.
In case we want to combine trust statements with diﬀerent timestamps, we have to
update all of them to the date of the newest one following the procedure introduced
in Section 2.3
Let us note that the operation deﬁned by the symbol × in Deﬁnition 2.2 does not
correspond to the usual product deﬁne over R. Let us also note that this product
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is not commutative.
If we used the usual product over R, multiplying two values of distrust (two
negative real numbers) will give us as a result a positive real number. This in our
model does not make sense as from two values of distrust is not possible to obtain a
positive value of trust. Instead we set this value of trust to 0. The rationale behind
this is that once there is a value of distrust we will not use it as referral for the
statements to follow.
Also, from a value of distrust and a value of trust (a negative and a positive
value respectively) we do not necessarily derive a value of distrust. In this case, the
resulting trust value is 0 for the same reason as above. However, from a positive
(trust) value and a negative one (distrust) we will obtain a value of distrust. We
can summarize all of this as follows:
• +×+ = +
• +×− = −
• −×+ = 0
• −×− = 0
2.3 The Inﬂuence of Time
As we mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, the parameter of time will inﬂuence
the reliability values. Thus, we consider that if an information was given to us a
year ago it will be less reliable that a value that have just been collected.
In order to reﬂect this in our model we will deﬁne the following function.
Deﬁnition 2.3 A Time Inﬂuence function, f , is deﬁned over the domain Time,
with values in [0,1], as f(x) = d−x, where d (1 ≤ d) is the time degradation
parameter and x is a variable representing the time passed between the current
state and the instant we want to measure. f veriﬁes the following property
(i) f(x)f(y) = f(x + y)
Note that the greatest the time degradation parameter (d) is, the greatest the
inﬂuence of time is, because
f(x + Δ) = f(x)f(Δ) =
f(x)
dΔ
where Δ denotes the time increment. A trust statement can be updated by changing
the timestamp of the trust statement to the current time instant, however this will
aﬀect the value of the reliability component. As we can see in Figure 2, when past
trust statements are re-evaluated at the present time or at any future time, the
reliability of the statements decreases.
Even though more complex approaches could have been taken, the simplest way
to reﬂect reliability degradation caused by the past of time is by multiplying the
initial reliability value by the result of the time inﬂuence function in order to obtain
the current reliability value. Let us suppose a trust statement (t0, r0, tm0) that we
are interested in updating to time tm1, where tm1 > tm0. Then, the updated trust
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Fig. 2. Time Evolution
statement will be (t1 = t0, r1 = r0 · f(tm1 − tm0), tm1).
Thanks to the properties of the time inﬂuence function, updating a trust state-
ment from its initial time or from a previous updating will give us the same result.
That is, if we want to update again the previous trust statement to a time tm2,
where tm2 > tm1 > tm0, the updated trust statement will be,
(t2 = t1, r2 = r0 · f(tm2 − tm0), tm2)
if we consider as the base trust statement the initial one, but also the following
updated trust statement
(t2 = t1, (r1 · f(tm2 − tm1), tm2)
as the two results after updating are the same, once a trust statement is updated,
the base statement can be safely removed.
2.4 Trust Consensus
In previous sections (see Section 2.1) we described how trust statements from other
users could be imported. However, for some other cases there are several trust
statements for the same trustee and we might be interested in reaching a consen-
sus or deriving a global trust decision about them. When importing many trust
statements from diﬀerent users it is very likely that we end up with diﬀerent, even
contradictory, statements about the same trustees. Thus, reaching a consensus
becomes very important. Next we will describe how we can reach that consensus.
Let us assume that a given user, the Trustor, owns several trust statements
where the Trustee is the same. Thus, if we omit the static parameters of these
statements, we obtain a set of tuples (ti, ri, tmi) that encode the trust information
of each statement.
The trust consensus is not an internal operator on the set of trust statements,
like the transitivity operator deﬁned in Section 2.2. It is instead a real number in
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the interval [−1, 1] that gives us an idea of whether the trustee is really to be trusted
or not.
If we only had a trust statement, the trust consensus could be seen as a trust
evaluation in such a way that given a trust statement it returns a real number to
aid us making decisions at a given instant of time. The input parameters of the
trust consensus function, or simply trust evaluation, are then a set of trust tuples
and time instants.
Deﬁnition 2.4 Let G be the a ﬁnite set of n trust statements
{(ti, ri, tmi)}ni=1
Then the trust evaluation of the set G at time CurrentT ime is deﬁned as the value
tD obtained as:
tD(G,CurrentT ime) =
n∑
i=1
tirif(CurrentT ime− tmi)
n
(1)
We can also deﬁne the trust evaluation of a trustee, which could change if com-
puted by diﬀerent trustors, as the trust evaluation of the set of tuples corresponding
to the trust statements that a trustor possesses referring the given trustee.
3 Application Scenario: The Reviewing Process for a
Conference
Reviews Process
We consider a scenario for the reviewing papers process of a conference. In this
scenario the Chair of the conference entrusts members of the program committee
with the review of the papers and the recommendation whether they should or not
be accepted for presentation at the conference. Usually, the Chair of the conference
trusts the judgement of the reviewers assuming once they have become a program
committee member of a conference they are reliable. In the following we will see
how our model can help the Chair make his decision.
Choosing the reviewers
Let us assume the scenario above where the Chair has to ﬁrst elaborate the list
of the Program Committee (PC in the following) members. If the Chair has direct
information about some reviewers for instance, because he knows them personally
or has worked with them, he will build his own trust statements for these reviewers,
(ti, ri, tmi). The value assigned for ti will be high as we are assuming in this ﬁrst
case the Chair knows the potential reviewers. ri will depend on the topic of the
paper and how familiar the PC member is with it.
It might happen that the Chair does not know enough experts and has to ask
other PC members (or known and trusted person) for a recommendation. This
scenario is depicted in Figure 3.
Then, the Chair can build his trust statement about the recommended PC mem-
ber by the procedure presented in Deﬁnition 2.2. If the trust and reliability values
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Fig. 3. Recommendation Scenario
are beyond a threshold that the Chair considers appropriate, the recommended
person will be invited to become a PC member.
If ﬁnally the recommended person is invited to become a PC member, he or
she will have to carry out the reviews of the assigned papers. Once the revision
procedure for the conference has ﬁnished the Chair can issue a new trust statement
about the new PC member. The reliability value can be inﬂuenced by factors such
as the quality of the reviews and comments, whether his work was in accordance
to the majority of the other reviewers, etc. This new statement happens in time
t1. Thus, if in the future the same Chair has to decide whether to interact or
not with the same PC member, he can use all this information to compute a trust
decision value by using Equation 1. Of course, besides these two moments the Chair
can gathered information from other people who may have interacted with the PC
member in order to compute this value.
Choosing the accepted papers
This stage is out of the scope of the trust model that we have proposed. However,
our model can also help the process of accepting papers for the conference. We can
take advantage of the formulae introduced in Deﬁnition 2.2 in order to compute an
acceptance value for each reviewed paper. This acceptance value is computed as a
function of the recommendation made by the reviewers about the papers and the
trust statements that the Chair has issued about the PC member.
Note that both statements, the recommendation and the trust statement, hap-
pen at the same moment in time. For this reason we have omitted the time param-
eter as it will be the current moment Now. The two following cases apply:
• The Chair issues a trust statement about a reviewer. In the case this trust
statement is from the past, the Chair has to update it by using the Time Inﬂuence
function (See Deﬁnition 2.3). Then, the time parameter can be omitted from
the tuple and the resulting new tuple is (t, r).
• Reviewers have also issued a recommendation about the papers. This recommen-
dation consists of an acceptance value, for instance, in the set [−1, 1], where −1
will mean strong rejection and 1 will mean strong acceptance. Together with
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this value, the reviewer should also establish a conﬁdence level about his level
of expertise on the topic of the paper. This value could range in the set [0, 1],
where 1 denotes the maximum level of conﬁdence. This will result in a tuple
(Evaluation, c), where c is the conﬁdence of the reviewer on the topic of the
paper.
In real conference management applications for the review process, these vari-
ables are considered but with discrete values ranging in diﬀerent intervals. De-
pending on the application we should scale them in order to match our deﬁnition
domain.
Despite the two tuples described above having mismatched semantic types it
makes sense to combine them as they are in the same domain [−1, 1]× [0, 1], when
considered as numerical values.
Then we can deﬁne the acceptance rate of the paper as
n∑
i=1
(ti × ei)rici
n
(2)
Where {(ei, ci}ni=1 is the set of evaluations issued by the reviewers and {(ti, ri}ni=1
is the set of updated trust statements over the reviewers. The operator ×, used in
Equation 2, is the one deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.2.
When the number of papers with a positive acceptance rate is too high, only
the papers with the best acceptance rate will be accepted.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present a trust model based on trust (distrust for negative values)
and reliability. As a novelty, we have considered an extra parameter for our model.
This parameter is time. In particular, we consider the time passed between the
initial moment when there are transactions recorded and the current moment. This
is precisely one of the features that distinguishes our model from others, for instance
the trust models based on subjective logics introduced by Jøsang [10], where his
parameter, certainty is semantically related to our reliability parameter. However,
time degradation is not considered in the proposal developed by Jøsang.
As an example of application of our model, we propose the reviewing process of
papers for a conference. We have shown how our model can be used for assisting
the Chair of the conference in the process of choosing reviewers and how to use
this information in order to select the accepted papers. We have shown that the
inﬂuence of time can be used for reﬁning the way the process of accepting papers
for a conference takes place.
Our intention is to check the proposed model in real world applications for
managing conferences. Also, we intend to apply this model to other scenarios where
time is an issue or inﬂuences the development of the scenario.
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